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•Direction (7-12): In the following
questions choose the grammatically
correct sentence from the given
sentences.



7. A) It looks like it is going to rain this

afternoon.

B) It looks as if it is going to rain this

afternoon

C) It looks as if it is going to rain today

afternoon

D) It looks like it is going to rain today

afternoon.

E) None

Option B

Explanation: As is a conjunction and like is 

a preposition, always use as, as if, as 

though etc to introduce a clause.



8. A) I can understand my sister better than my

mother.

B) I can understand my sister more than my

mother.

C) I can better understand my sister than my

mother.

D) I can understand my sister better than I can

understand my mother.

E) None

Option D

Explanation: Sentence A and B are 

ambiguous. They can mean that: I can 

understand my sister better than my mother 

understands my sister. Option D) is clearly 

stated.



9. A) Of all the students in the class

whom do you think the teacher likes

the most?

B) Of all the students in the class who

do you think the teacher likes the

most?

C) Who do you think the teacher likes

the best of all students in the class?

D) In the class, who do you think the

teacher likes the most of all the

students?

E) None

Option A Explanation: Whom

fits the sentence because here

it is an object



10. A) In 2015, she was promoted to the position of

General Manager, Systems.

B) She was promoted in 2015 to a General Manager,

Systems post.

C) She was promoted to a general Manager, Systems

position in 2015.

D) She was promoted in 2015 to General Manager,

Systems.

E) None
Option D

Explanation: Option D, eliminates 

the redundancy of the words 

position and post



11. A) If I have had any idea, I would have warned

you immediately.

B) If I had had any idea, I would have warned you

immediately.

C) If I have any idea, I would warn you

immediately

D) I had had any idea, I would warn you

immediately.

E) NoneOption B

Explanation: If I had… I 

would have



12. A) More than one student have expressed his/her

support for the campaign

B) More than one student has expressed their support

for the campaign

C) More than one student has expressed his/her

support for the campaign.

D) More than one student have expressed their support

for the campaign.

E) None
Option C

Explanation: More than one- is

singular in construction. With

singular use of there is incorrect.



REARRANGEMENT



Q13. P: It would be better to speak of uniformities

of nature.

Q: Law of nature are not commands but

statements of facts.

R: This would do away with elementary fallacy that

a law implies.

S: The use of the word law in this context is rather

unfortunate.

(a) QSRP

(b) SQRP

(c) QSPR

(d) SQPR

Ans.(c)



Q14. P: When the game of life is finally over there is

no second chance to correct our errors.

Q: Time is the greater equalizer of all mankind.

R: Time offers opportunity but demands a sense of

regard.

S: It has taken away the best and the worst of us

without regard of either.

(a) QSRP

(b) RSQP

(c) PQRS

(d) RSPQ

(e) None

Ans.(a)



Q15. P: This is despite the fact that there is a

rampant migration of rural families to urban

centres.

Q: Generally the gains of being a unit of the urban

population are less than the disadvantages and

risks that are inbuilt in the urban life.

R: Rural population still dominates the urban

population as far as the number is considered.

S: India is a country of villages.

(a) QRSP

(b) RPQS

(c) SRQP

(d) QPRS

Ans.(c)



Q16. P: To those who have known comfort,

discomfort is a real torture.

Q: Comfort is now one of the causes of its own

spread.

R: The more comfort is brought into the world, the

more it is likely to be valued.

S: It has now become a physical habit, a fashion,

an ideal to be pursued for its own sake.

(a) QRSP

(b) QPRS

(c) QPSR

(d) QSRP

Ans.(d)




